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East Africa dominates Tony Elumelu Foundation entries
commodities review
ALY KHAN SATCHU

Africa’s enduring
dilemma

O

ne of the challenges Africa faces on the world
stage is consolidating 55 voices into one. This
speaks to Africa’s lack of real leverage at the global
platform level. President Paul Kagame the host of the AU
Summit in Kigali last month was trying to dissolve those 55
voices into one clear signal. He presided over the signing
ceremony of the African Continental Free Trade Area, the
largest Free Trade agreement since the creation of the
World Trade Organisation.
President Kagame said “Some horses decided to drink
the water. Others have excuses and they end up dying of
thirst”
He was of course referring to Nigeria and South Africa
[who together represent 50% of SSA GDP] both of whom
bailed and opted out of putting their signature to Paper
[44 out off 55 State signed on] President Kagame talked
of establishing the free trade bloc within 18 months. Devil
will be in the detail of the Execution. The idea of a free
trade bloc from Cairo to Cape Town, from Lagos to Nairobi
is without doubt a good thing and would add up to 2%
onto SSA GDP. Trickle down even in the GOGO decade
2010-2014 was suboptimal. Unleashing more than a billion
Africans to trade without hindrance across their continent
is therefore a no-brainer.
Algeria constitutes 52% of all Africa’s arms exports
2013-2017, Morocco 12% and Nigeria 5.1%. The lesson in
today’s world is that you can spend all you want on military
hardware but you are probably better off spending it on
software and a surveillance Panopticon State, which is
what China is experimenting with in Xinjiang.
The Visit of the Jong-uns to China, swiftly followed by
Namibia’s President Hage G. Geingob and a state visit by
Zimbabwean President Emmerson Mnangagwa from April
2 to 6, confirm once more that the President for Life Xi
Jinping is calling the Geopolitical Shots no matter what the
now terminated by Twitter Secretary of State Rex Tillerson
might have to say about China and Africa’s sovereignty.
‘’Africa needs leaders with vision who can dream for the
future of their nations” said the Zimbabwean President at
#ACF2018.
President Sisi of Egypt won 95% or thereabouts of the
vote in Egypt and pronounced the following on Twitter
“The voice of the Egyptian masses will undoubtedly
bear witness to the fact that our nation’s will imposes itself
with a force that knows no weakness.”
Sisi’s Egypt is an interesting paradox. Sisi has done
absolutely everything right on the economic front. A big
and bold currency devaluation put Egypt ahead of the
curve, Foreign Investors flocked to Cairo and the Central
Bank is sitting on top of record breaking Foreign reserves.
The political system which is one of repression and control
‘’a force that knows no weakness’’ is not a sustainable one.
This remains the underlying paradox at the heart of Sisi’s
Egypt.
Further south lies Ethiopia which is in an adversarial
relationship with Sisi’s Egypt over the waters of the Nile,
one of the fastest growing economies in the World, a new
Prime Minister Abiy Ahmed, chairman of Oromo People’s
Democratic Organisation. Ethiopia has been in a political
disequilibrium for a while now, with the Ethiopian street in
a semi-permanent rebellion. The TPLF [which represents
about 6% of Ethiopia] has ruled the EPRDF and hence the
country. It is clearly not sustainable in the medium term.
Question is will Abiy Ahmed become a puppeteer or is
he just another freshly minted puppet? Multinationals in
particular ponied up big with the view that Ethiopia was a
China Version 2. There is a lot of money and investment on
the line.
In Angola, President João Lourenço continues to roll
up the rentier Dos Santos Franchise. José Filomeno dos
Santos has been formally accused of fraud over the
alleged illegal transfer of $500m from the central bank to
the UK.
Satchu is a financial analyst

VICTOR AMADALA / East Africans dominated
the Tony Elumelu applications, submitting
almost half the entries at 42 per cent.
West Africa contributed 38.6 per cent of the
total 158,000 applications.
However, Kenya trailed Uganda at position two in
the region with 1,039 applicants.
Uganda had 1,042 while Tanzania 540
submitted entries.
Kenya has had over 200 entrepreneurs who
have benefited from the grant.
There was a near 50- 50 split between

male and female applications reflecting the
entrepreneurial ambition of Africa’s women.
Agriculture was leading sector among selected
entrepreneurs at 30.5 per cent, followed by
technology (10.5 per cent) and education
training (9 per cent).
“The number and quality of applicants, 15 1
000 in total, was outstanding – it illustrates the
strength and depth of entrepreneurial promise
and commitment on our continent.
Selection is never easy, and we profoundly
regret that we cannot help all,’’ said founder,

Tony Elumelu.
“Over the next nine months, the entrepreneurs
will receive online training and mentoring, and
will use the skills acquired to develop business
plans prior to receiving $5,000 (Sh500,000) in
seed capital.
Tony Elumelu Foundation Entrepreneurship
Programme is a 10-year initiative with a $100
million (Sh10 billion) commitment to create and
empower 10,000 start-ups and that is expected
to contribute $10 billion (Sh1 trillion) in annual
revenues to Africa’s economy.
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own Turbo battery
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Turbo batteries are maintenance free because they are
perfectly sealed to prevent acid or water leakage
JAMES MBAKA
AND RITA DAMARY

Battery
manufacturer
Eveready
has unveiled long-lasting maintenance-free Turbo brand batteries, as
the firm seeks to enhance its foothold.
The launch of the battery that is
locally made, is the company’s next
growth frontier after termination of its
contract with US-based Energizer PLC
who supplied the once popular Energizer battery.
Eveready, a Kenyan company, terminated its near half-a-century distribution agreement with Energizer in December 2016, saying the deal was tilted
in favour of the American firm
The new Turbo batteries are maintenance free as they are perfectly sealed
to prevent acid or water leakage without need for addition of battery water.
The batteries use calcium expanded
grid technology which is strong, more
resistant to corrosion, overcharging, gassing, water consumption and

self-discharge.
Speaking during the company’s annual general meeting in Nakuru, managing director Jackson Mutua said the
Turbo brand of car batteries will soon
become a leading brand.
“Turbo brand in the D size batteries,
AA/AAA et al Alkaline and carbon zinc
constructions is available in all retail
outlets countrywide and has registered a market presence that is giving
its competitors a run for their money,”
said Mutua.
He said the company was keen to
maintain strong presence in all segments of the dry and wet cell battery
in a bid to preserve the firm’s heritage.
“Turbo brand is owned by shareholders fully. It’s increasing market
penetration is a direct benefit to the
shareholders,” he told shareholders
who received special dividends for the
first time.
This would ensure shareholders got
maximum value from their investment and ensure dividends accrue for

their investment, he added.
The battery maker will also pursue
all major debtors vigorously while ensuring future supplies to only outlets
that repay promptly.
“We are fully behind the board and
management on this new path to profitability. We laud you for the efforts you
have taken to preserve and maintain
the growth of our investment,” said
shareholder Alloys Chami.
Mutua said the company has started reaping the benefits of the decision
made to seize control 0f its business
and diversify its products offering.
“The company has strived to continuously satisfy consumer needs in East
Africa, which are continually evolving
and to participate in growth in the fast
consumer moving segment,” said the
MD.
The unique portable power Turbo
was made after decades of distributing
third party brands. It has made significant progress in entrenching its new
brand to its consumer.
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